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.~modified priority index for Giinther's lot-sizing heuristic under capacitated single stage production.
Introduction
Giinther [2] recently developed a heuristic for capacíty constrained lotsizing for multiple products to be produced on a single production facility. Demand was assumed deterministic and time-varying without backordering, where setup times did not consume limited production capacity. The objective then is to determine lot-sizes which minimize the sum of inventory holding and setup costs, based on Groff's [1] lot-sizing criterion.
Feasibility of the schedule is gvaranteed by means of a capacity balancing rule, where portions of current slack capacity are reserved in order to balance future capacity overloads. As such it is possible that a particular requirement may be split into several lots when capacity constraints are binding. Giinther uses a priority index for this capacity balancing by computing the incremental cost per unit of additional capacity absorbed, where cost is defined as the sum of additional holding and setup costs.
In computing this priority index, Gunther states that "increasing the lot size of a particular product does not affect setup costs if the product is already scheduled in the current period". It is argued that this may not be the case when an entire future period requirement is added to the existing lot-size. The modified priority index that would result is discussed next.
Modified priority index
Rele~.ant notation is briefly outlined below: Gunther computes the priority index for capacity balancing ( denoted by vi) as:~i
The first part of this index indícates the additional holding cost of shifting qip requirements of product i from future period p(i) to the current period of production k. The second part stands for the additional setup cost incurred when product i is not currently being produced. The denominator normalizes this cost in terms of the incremental capacity used.
We note that in formula (1), when qip equals xip or an entire period requirement is shifted forward under the condition that product i is currently produced, the priority index yields:
However, for the above situation an additional setup is saved, in particu1ar the one for period p(i). As the entire period requirement is added to a current lotsize, that period's setup is saved and is reflected in the following modified priority index:
where d(xip,qip) is a binary decision variable indicating whether or not an entire period requirement of product i is shifted forward, with
Using this priority index, the possible contingency situations in terms of potential savings in setup costs, are summarized in Figure 1 .
Current period requirement xik der.oted by "Gunther" and "modified Giinther", respectively.
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A set of 10 randomly selected example problems were generated to illustrate the performance of both versions, based upon the following production setting as is illustrated in Table 1 . A planning horizon of seven peciods was chosen, with respective production capacities as are shown in Table 2 . The sample set of 10 problems consisted of 5 randomly chosen problems with relative stable demand, and five examples in which demand was lumpy, whereby total demand over the seven period planning horizon was held constant for all cases. The demand patterns for all cases are shown in Table 3 , in which cases 6 through 10 reflect the lumpy demand pattern.
The resulting production schedules and relevant costs for both approaches are depicted in Tables 4 and 5 according to the demand structure. 
Conclusions
The priority rule for pre-production in Gunther's lot-sizing heuristic was modified to correctly reflect the situation where an entire future period requirement is shifted to the current period of production. This modification subsequently yields a different production plan that may outperform
Gunther's heuristic solution, as was illustrated. The computational efficiency of the heuristic allows both versions to be incorporated in the decision maklr.P process, which is hereby improved. 
